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WHY PALESTINE MATTERS
THE STRUGGLE TO END COLONIALISM

hy Palestine Matters, The Struggle To End Colonialism, contextualizes
the liberation struggle of the Palestinian people within other global
justice struggles. With a foreword by Richard Falk, former UN Special
Rapporteur of Human Rights in the Palestinian Territories, the book
is grounded in international law and brings Palestine into focus through a lens of
intersectionality, calling all those who struggle for justice against oppression to
consider the challenge of seeing Palestinians in the context of other justice struggles.
Why Palestine Matters demonstrates that the project of human emancipation is not
limited to Palestine, but it also cannot proceed without Palestine.

Why Palestine Matters
is a 108-page, fullcolor publication
with visuals on every
page, a discussion
guide, and maps. A
companion website
features enhanced
resources for study,
including video clips
and discussion tools.

“...[This] wake-up call alerts us to
the reality that Palestinians are real
people who have real human needs
and real political legitimacy, who
live under an oppressive system
of colonial occupying exploitation.
This important book summons us
to a new awareness that carries
with it a mandate to policies and
actions that bespeak compassion
and embody restorative justice.”
—Walter Brueggemann, Columbia
Theological Seminary

“Because any serious
understanding of Israel/Palestine,
past or present, must be grounded
in an honest framing, Why
Palestine Matters provides us
with a significant contribution,
challenging the traditional Zionist
narrative of a national movement
for Jewish self-determination with
the facts of settler colonialism.”
—Alice Rothchild, Physician, Author,
Filmmaker

Order now!
Single copies $15 each
Ten or more $12 each
Online: store.pcusa.org
Item No. 26-466-18-001

“Why Palestine Matters is a
powerful articulation of the Palestine
solidarity narrative, as expressed
by some of the finest writers on
the subject,...it offers a roadmap
for global solidarity based on the
values of intersectionality, which
rightly views all human struggles for
liberation and rights as essentially
intertwined.”
—Ramzy Baroud, Editor, Palestine
Chronicle

WhyPalestineMatters.org
Please visit the companion website to
this book for supplementary educational
resources, video clips, and updates.
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